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Disclaimer
Important: You must read the following before continuing.
The following notice and disclaimer apply to this presentation (Presentation) and you are therefore advised to read this carefully before reading or making any other use of this Presentation or any information contained in this Presentation
The distribution of this Presentation in the United States and elsewhere outside Australia may be restricted by law and you should observe such restrictions. Any failure to comply with such restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable securities law. Please refer to the
section of this Presentation headed “International Offer Restrictions” for more information.
Not an offer
This Presentation does not constitute or contain an offer, invitation solicitation or recommendation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security in Genesis Minerals Limited ABN 72 124 772 041 (Company or Genesis) . This Presentation is not a prospectus, product
disclosure statement, bidder’s statement or other offering document under Australian law or any other law and will not be lodged with the Australian Securities and Investments Commission.
Summary information only
This Presentation is a summary only, and contains summary information about Genesis, Dacian Gold Limited (Dacian) and their respective subsidiaries and activities, which is current as at the date of this Presentation (unless otherwise indicated), and the information in this
Presentation remains subject to change without notice. The information in this Presentation is general in nature and does not purport to be accurate nor complete, nor does it contain all of the information that an investor may require in evaluating a possible investment in
Genesis, nor does it contain all the information which would be required in a disclosure document or prospectus prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Corporations Act. It has been prepared by Genesis with due care but no representation or warranty, express
or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, reliability, fairness or completeness of the information, opinions or conclusions in this Presentation by Genesis, Dacian or any other party, except as required by law.
Reliance should not be placed on information or opinions contained in this Presentation and, Genesis does not have any obligation to finalise, correct or update the content of this Presentation , except as required by law. Certain data used in this Presentation may have been
obtained from research, surveys or studies conducted by third parties, including industry or general publications.
Not financial product advice
This Presentation is not financial product advice and does not take into account the investment objectives, taxation situation, financial situation or needs of individuals. Before making an investment decision investors should consider the appropriateness of the information, and
any action taken on the basis of the information, having regard to their own objectives, financial situation and needs, and seek legal, taxation and financial advice appropriate to their jurisdiction and circumstances.
Financial data
All dollar values are in Australian dollars (A$ or AUD) unless otherwise stated.
Amounts, totals and change percentages are calculated on whole numbers and not the rounded amounts presented. This Presentation includes certain historical financial information extracted from Genesis’ and Dacian’s reviewed or audited consolidated financial statements
and information released to ASX (collectively, the Historical Financial Information). The Historical Financial Information is presented in an abbreviated form insofar as it does not include all the presentation and disclosures, statements or comparative information as required
by the Australian Accounting Standards (AAS) and other mandatory professional reporting requirements applicable to general purpose financial reports prepared in accordance with the Corporations Act.
Investors should be aware that certain financial information included in this presentation are “non-AIFRS” and “non-GAAP” financial measures under Regulation G of the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. These non-AIFRS /non-GAAP financial measures do
not have a standardised meaning prescribed by Australian Accounting Standards and therefore may not be comparable to similarly titled measures presented by other entities, and should not be construed as an alternative to other financial measures determined in
accordance with Australian Accounting Standards. Although the Company believes that these non-AIFRS /non-GAAP financial measures provide useful information to users in measuring the financial position of its business, investors are cautioned not to place undue reliance
on any non-AIFRS /non-GAAP financial measures included in this Presentation.
Past performance
Past performance metrics and figures (including past share price performance of Genesis), as well as pro forma financial information, included in this Presentation are given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of Genesis’ or
any other party’s views on Genesis’ or Dacian’s future financial performance or condition or prospects. Investors should also note that the pro forma historical financial information is for illustrative purpose only and does not purport to be in compliance with Article 11 of
Regulation S-X of the rules and regulations of the SEC.
Investors should note that past performance of Genesis, including in relation to the historical trading price of Genesis shares, production, mineral resources and ore reserves, costs and other historical financial information cannot be relied upon as an indicator of (and provides
no guidance, assurance or guarantee as to) future Genesis performance, including the future trading price of Genesis shares. The historical information included in this Presentation is, or is based on, information that has previously been released to the market.
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Disclaimer
Forward-Looking Statements
Some statements in this report regarding estimates or future events are forward looking statements. They include indications of, and guidance on, future matters. Forward looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements preceded by words such as “planned”,
“expected”, “projected”, “estimated”, “may”, “scheduled”, “intends”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “potential”, “could”, “nominal”, “conceptual” and similar expressions. Forward looking statements, opinions and estimates included in this announcement are based on assumptions and
contingencies which are subject to change without notice, as are statements about market and industry trends, which are based on interpretations of current market conditions.
Forward looking statements are provided as a general guide only and should not be relied on as a guarantee of future performance. Forward looking statements may be affected by a range of variables that could cause actual results to differ from estimated results and may
cause the Company’s actual performance and financial results in future periods to materially differ from any projections of future performance or results expressed or implied by such forward looking statements. These risks and uncertainties include but are not limited to
liabilities inherent in mine development and production, geological, mining and processing technical problems, the inability to obtain any additional mine licenses, permits and other regulatory approvals required in connection with mining and third party processing operations,
competition for among other things, capital, acquisition of reserves, undeveloped lands and skilled personnel, incorrect assessments of the value of acquisitions, changes in commodity prices and exchange rate, currency and interest fluctuations, various events which could
disrupt operations and/or the transportation of mineral products, including labour stoppages and severe weather conditions, the demand for and availability of transportation services, the ability to secure adequate financing and management’s ability to anticipate and manage
the foregoing factors and risks. These and other factors should be considered carefully and readers should not place undue reliance on such forward-looking information. There can be no assurance that forward looking statements will prove to be correct.
JORC Code
It is a requirement of the ASX Listing Rules that the reporting of (amongst other things) exploration results and mineral resources in Australia comply with the 2012 edition of the Joint Ore Reserves Committee’s Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral
Resources and Ore Reserves (JORC Code). Investors outside Australia should note that while mineral resource estimates of the Company in this Presentation comply with the JORC Code (such JORC Code mineral resources being "Mineral Resources"), they may not comply
with the relevant guidelines in other countries and, in particular, do not comply with (i) National Instrument 43-101 (Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects) of the Canadian Securities Administrators (the "Canadian NI 43-101 Standards"); or (ii) Item 1300 of Regulation SK, which governs disclosures of mineral reserves in registration statements filed with the US Securities and Exchange Commission (the SEC). Information contained in this Presentation describing mineral deposits may not be comparable to similar information made public by
companies subject to the reporting and disclosure requirements of Canadian or US securities laws. You should not assume that quantities reported as “resources” will be converted to reserves under the JORC Code or any other reporting regime or that the Company will be
able to legally and economically extract them.
Compliance statement
Full details of (1) the Company’s exploration results contained in this Presentation are provided in the Company’s ASX announcements dated 5 July 2022 and entitled “June quarterly report and drilling update” and 3 February 2022 and entitled “Exceptional new drilling results
set to underpin resource growth at Ulysses” and (2) the Leonora Gold Project Mineral Resource estimate contained in this Presentation are provided in the Company’s ASX announcement dated 29 March 2022 and entitled “Leonora Resource increases by 400,000oz to
2Moz”. The Company confirms that it is not aware of any new information or data that materially affects the information included in the relevant market announcement and the Company confirms that all material assumptions and technical parameters underpinning the mineral
resource estimates in the relevant market announcement continue to apply and have not materially changed.
Full details and material assumptions of the production target contained in this Presentation is provided in Genesis’ ASX announcement dated 5th July and entitled “Presentation on Dacian Transaction and Equity Raising”. The Company confirms that all material assumptions
underpinning the production target in that market announcement continue to apply and have not materially changed.
The information in this Presentation relating to Dacian’s Ore Reserves and Mineral Resources is extracted from Dacian’s ASX announcement dated 27 July 2022 entitled “2022 Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves update”. Genesis has not independently verified this
information.
No liability
The information contained in this Presentation has been prepared in good faith by Genesis. However, no guarantee, representation or warranty expressed or implied is or will be made by any person (including Genesis and its affiliates and their directors, officers, employees,
associates, advisers and agents) as to the accuracy, reliability, correctness, completeness or adequacy of any statements, estimates, options, conclusions or other information contained in this Presentation, except as required by law.
To the maximum extent permitted by law, Genesis and its affiliates and their directors, officers employees, associates, advisers and agents each expressly disclaims any and all liability, including, without limitation, any liability arising out of fault or negligence, for any loss
arising from the use of or reliance on information contained in this Presentation including representations or warranties or in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions, forecasts, reports or other matters, express or implied, contained in,
arising out of or derived from, or for omissions from, this Presentation including, without limitation, any financial information, any estimates or projections and any other financial information derived therefrom. Statements in this Presentation are made only as of the date of this
Presentation unless otherwise stated and the information in this Presentation remains subject to change without notice. No responsibility or liability is assumed by Genesis or any of its affiliates for updating any information in this Presentation or to inform any recipient of any
new or more accurate information or any errors or omissions of which Genesis and any of its affiliates or advisers may become aware, except as required by the Corporations Act.

Release authorised by:
Raleigh Finlayson, Managing Director, Genesis Minerals Limited
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Corporate overview*
Key metrics (ASX:GMD)

Board

Sub header example

Shares on issue

335m

Non-Executive Chairman

Tommy McKeith

Share price

A$1.38

Managing Director

Raleigh Finlayson

Market cap

A$462m

Non-Executive Director

Michael Bowen

Cash estimate

A$100m

Non-Executive Director

Gerry Kaczmarek

Cash (assuming all ITM options exercised)

A$145m

Non-Executive Director

Neville Power

Debt

Nil

EV

A$362m

Liquidity

30-day ADV ~450k shares

Mineral Resources

At 1 Aug
2022

Key management

At 29 Mar
2022

2.0Moz

Chief Commercial Officer

Morgan Ball

Corporate Development Officer

Troy Irvin

Chief Financial Officer and Company Secretary

Geoff James

General Manager - Projects and Operations

Lee Stephens

8.5%

35%
54%

Institutional - North America
Institutional - UK
Institutional - Europe (ex-UK)
Institutional - Asia

5%
0% 0%

5%
1%

Corporate stakeholders
Retail

Ownership - Substantials

Ownership - Geographic

Institutional - Australia

* Assumes A$100m capital raising - Tranche 1 ~A$46m completed, Tranche 2 ~A$54m subject to GMD shareholder approval at General Meeting on 25th August 2022
^ Excludes ~56m unquoted securities (~45m options at various exercise prices and ~11m performance rights), ITM = “in-the-money””

6.3%
5.1%

Paradice
Board and management
EGG
Others

80.1%
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Purpose, vision and core values
Purpose
The Australian gold company most respected for
its people, partnerships and performance
Vision
The premium Australian gold miner - Sustainable,
high quality, +300koz pa
Core values
Our Core Values drive our culture and leadership
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Five-year strategy - Plan on a page
VISION
“The premium Australian
gold miner - Sustainable,
high quality, +300koz pa”
Fill the void with premium
“Aussie-leader” characteristics

PEOPLE AND
CULTURE

DISCOVERY

ORGANIC
GROWTH

M&A

Our Core Values drive our
culture and leadership

Skilled, committed and stable
geoscience team

Management KPI’s drive
sustainable growth:

Discipline first - Track record
of sensible accretive M&A

Proven Board and
Management

>40km highly prospective
strike

1/3 Resource growth to 2.5Moz
1/3 Reserve growth to 1.0Moz
1/3 First gold production
Long-term commitment

Strategy, process, team /
capabilities, quality, value per
share

+300koz pa
Two + operations
Low all-in cost
+7 years mine life
100% gold
100% Australian

Skill set to move from
exploration to production

Full pipeline of near-mine and
regional exploration targets

Unique remuneration
opportunities - Alignment with
shareholders

Admiral / Orient Well / Puzzle
- Virtually no exploration for
>20 years

Deliver superior TSR

Progressive ESG

Puzzle Corridor - April 2021
Puzzle North discovery bodes
well for more

Loyal, engaged and
committed for the long term
Thinking and acting like
OWNERS - Target 100% of
employees own GMD shares

Ulysses to Orient Well Targets include intersection of
shear with dolerite units

Deposits can be looked at
differently on the back of
“Saracen learnings”
Bulk mining
Future proofing
De-risking

Track record of discovery and
accretive M&A
Focused on Tier-1 Leonora
District

OPTIONALITY - M&A just
one-prong in a multi-pronged
approach
Exploration / Development / M&A
pathways

Leonora District - Long milling
/ short ore…”Home ground
advantage”
…consolidation makes sense
Genesis is open for business
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Five-year strategy - M&A
Regional backdrop - Leonora District:
• Long and rich history, multiple players, many mills

Mill capacity more than doubled
25

• Long milling:
 District capacity expanded from ~10 to 25Mtpa in 8 years
 Further expansions slated towards 30Mtpa

20

KOTH

15

Mt Morgans
Thunderbox

• Short ore:
 Generally mature assets / well drilled
 Few new discoveries (ex-Puzzle North)
 v Genesis long ore
Leonora Resources 39% 3-year CAGR…
…How big is the Leonora Gold Project?
• High investor appetite for sensible regional consolidation

Gwalia
Agnew

10

Granny Smith
Sunrise Dam

5

0

June 2014

Committed
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Overview - Merger and equity raisings



Merger between Genesis
and Dacian








Genesis A$100m capital
raising





Recommended off-market takeover bid to acquire Dacian (DCN) for 100% scrip consideration (Offer)
Under the Offer, Dacian shareholders to receive 0.0843 Genesis (GMD) shares for each DCN share they hold, representing a premium to Dacian shareholders of1:

~33% based on 5 day VWAP of Dacian and Genesis

~28% based on 10 day VWAP of Dacian and Genesis
Dacian Board unanimously recommends the offer in the absence of a superior proposal
Dacian shareholder Perennial has entered into a binding pre-acceptance agreement over ~76.4m Dacian shares (representing ~6.3% of Dacian issued shares)
Genesis currently holds a ~16.6% interest in Dacian
The offer is subject to a 50.1% minimum acceptance condition and other customary conditions

Genesis is undertaking a two tranche placement to raise up to A$100m at A$1.205 per share

Tranche 1 to raise ~A$45.6m under existing Listing Rule 7.1 placement capacity COMPLETED

Tranche 2 to raise ~A$54.4m subject to shareholder approval at upcoming General Meeting on 25th August 2022
Proceeds to fund development of Ulysses, Dacian Placement, portfolio-wide exploration, and working capital
Placement strongly supported by institutional and professional investors, including Australian Capital Equity Pty Ltd and Northern Star Resources Limited, among others
Genesis Board & Management (including incoming Chair Tony Kiernan) has committed ~A$2.7m in the raising2

Note:
1.
VWAPs are for the period to and including 1 July 2022
2.
Participation of Genesis Board members including incoming Chair Tony Kiernan in the placement is subject to Genesis shareholder approval under Corporations Act and Listing Rule 10.11, which will be sought at the same time as approval for the second tranche placement
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A sensible first step
Exclusive focus on the +65Moz Leonora District:
• Creates the central Leonora player with 4.2 Moz1 Resources and growing
• Natural pairing of Genesis’ organic growth and high-grade Ulysses
project with Dacian’s large-scale mill and exploration upside
• Mt Morgans “strategic review” in December half 2022
• Preserve long life, ~150koz pa base case2; bulk open pit and high-grade
sweetener
• Provides opportunity to re-set strategy without immediate mining
pressure in a challenging cost environment

3

A$100m equity raising - “Future-proof” the combined assets1:
• Increase Resources and Reserves via aggressive exploration
• Develop new life of mine plan using ex-Saracen low-cost owneroperator mining
• Develop and de-risk high grade Ulysses underground
• Further consolidate the Leonora District
Note:
1.

2.
3.

Assuming Genesis acquires 100% of Dacian under the Offer. Refer to Genesis’ Bidder’s Statement dated 29th July 2022 for an explanation of the impact if Genesis acquires control, but less than
100% of DCN.
See Genesis’ announcement dated 5th July 2022 and entitled “Presentation on Dacian Transaction and Equity Raising” for material assumptions relating to the production target
This does not reflect Dacian’s Mineral Resources as set out in Dacian’s ASX announcement dated 27 July 2022 and entitled “2022 Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves update”.

Leonora District = 150km radius of Leonora town
Total endowment = Mined ounces plus un-mined Resources
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The natural Leonora consolidation
Exclusive focus on the world-class Leonora District:
•

Genesis continues to evaluate numerous regional opportunities, and
discussions with St Barbara (SBM) have recommenced and are ongoing

•

Consolidation offers the potential to create an entity with:





•

1

There can be no assurance, however, that these discussions will lead to
a transaction being concluded with St Barbara:


Note:
1.

A dominant Resource and Reserve position in Leonora
Operational and capital allocation flexibility through optimisation of
deposits and regional processing infrastructure
Sector-leading exploration upside
Size and quality to “fill the gap” between the ASX100 golds and the rest

Accordingly, investors and Dacian shareholders are cautioned not to
place undue reliance on the potential for further Leonora District
consolidation - Refer to Genesis’ Bidder’s Statement dated 29th July
2022 for further information regarding this and other risks
associated with the Offer

This does not reflect Dacian’s Mineral Resources as set out in Dacian’s ASX announcement dated 27 July 2022 and entitled “2022 Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves update”.

Leonora District = 150km radius of Leonora town
Total endowment = Mined ounces plus un-mined Resources
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On strategy
Transaction is consistent with Genesis’ vision and five-year strategy:
VISION
“The premium
Australian gold
producer Sustainable, high
quality, +300koz pa”
Fill the void with
premium “Aussieleader” characteristics
+300koz pa
Two+ operations
Low all-in cost
+7 years mine life
Priority WA
Deliver superior TSR

M&A
Discipline first - Track
record of sensible
accretive M&A
Strategy, process, team
/ capabilities, quality,
value per share
OPTIONALITY - M&A
just one-prong in a
multi-pronged approach

COMMODITY

JURISDICTION

Gold

Prioritise
Western
Australia

Gold / Copper
Copper / Gold

PROJECT
STAGE

SCALE

Advanced
exploration

>100koz pa
potential

Producing

Target group
>300koz pa

Mine
development /
refurbishment

Multiple
mines

MINING AND
METALLURGY

GEOLOGY AND
MINE LIFE

COSTS /
FINANCIAL

Open pit
Underground

Eastern
Goldfields
geology

Target “first
half” all-in cost
potential

Bulk mining
experience

Leonora
District

Value accretive
per share

Conventional
metallurgy

7+ year mine
life

Refractory
metallurgy

Significant
inventory
upside

Sector-leading
return on
invested capital
(ROIC)

All Australian
geological
settings

Leonora District - Long
milling / short
ore…”Home ground
advantage”

Internal
competition for
capital

…consolidation makes
sense
Genesis is open for
business

Refer to GMD ASX announcement 4th April 2022 “Open for Business - Corporate Presentation”

PEOPLE AND CULTURE, PROGRESSIVE ESG
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A genuine win-win
Benefits to both sets of shareholders:
• Accelerated development of GMD’s shovel-ready Ulysses project
• Consolidation into one corporate office in Perth1
• Upside potential from further consolidation of the Leonora District2

Benefits to Genesis shareholders:
• A$150-160m capex saving by sending GMD ore to DCN’s Mt Morgans plant with no additional operating cost (refer next slide)1,3

Benefits to Dacian shareholders:
• Access to Ulysses high grade (including a core 363koz @ 6.4g/t; one of the highest-grades in the Leonora District)1
• Ex-Saracen open pit model (Kalgoorlie Super Pit, Thunderbox) - Lean, owner-operator, 8-year track record of beating guidance1
Note:
1.
2.
3.

Assuming Genesis acquires 100% of Dacian under the Offer. Refer to Genesis’ Bidder’s Statement dated 29th July 2022 for an explanation of the impact if Genesis acquires control, but less than 100% of DCN.
Refer to Genesis’ Bidder’s Statement dated 29th July 2022 for an explanation of the risks associated with discussions with St Barbara.
Market rate for a ~2.0Mtpa mill at GMD’s Leonora Gold Project. Genesis has not undertaken detailed and current design and cost optimisation work in relation to the construction of a standalone mill, and this estimate should therefore be considered preliminary.
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~A$150-160m capital saving…
…with no additional operating cost1:
GMD ore

Distance
~100km

Leonora Gold Project
(Genesis)

Mill options

Milling cost3

G&A3

Haulage2

Total operating cost

Capital cost

Mt Morgans mill
Existing 2.9Mtpa

~A$22/t

~A$3/t

~A$13/t

~A$38/t

Nil

Stand-alone mill
Build new 2.0Mtpa

~A$31/t

~A$5/t

~A$2/t

~A$38/t

~A$150-160m4

Resource 39.3Mt
Maiden Reserve
expected FY23

~10km

Note:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Assuming Genesis acquires 100% of Dacian under the Offer. Refer to Genesis’ Bidder’s Statement dated 29th July 2022 for an explanation of the impact if Genesis acquires control, but less than 100% of DCN.
Haulage cost - Assumes 13c/tkm for average 100km haul (assumes Genesis builds a haul road from its deposits to the Mt Morgans mill); 20c/tkm for average 10km haul (shorter cycle times)
Based on management estimates
Market rate for a ~2.0Mtpa mill at GMD’s Leonora Gold Project. Genesis has not undertaken detailed and current design and cost optimisation work in relation to the construction of a standalone mill, and this estimate should therefore be considered preliminary.
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Leadership and Governance
Combined Board and management, aligned with shareholders1:
New Board of Directors

Mick Wilkes
Non-Executive Director



Genesis
Tony Kiernan
Non-Executive Chair

Dacian

Michael Bowen
Non-Executive Director

Gerry Kaczmarek
Non-Executive Director

Independent2







Raleigh Finlayson
Managing Director

MergeCo Senior Management
Morgan Ball
Chief Financial Officer

Troy Irvin
Corporate Development
Officer



Lee Stephens
Executive General
Manager - Operations

Dale Richards
Chief Geologist



New team reflects the depth, experience and
leadership of both Genesis and Dacian

Intended Board 3:1:1 split between
Genesis:Dacian:Independents2
Tony Kiernan (ex-Saracen) will be Chair, Raleigh
Finlayson will be Managing Director
Morgan Ball will be CFO, and Geoff James will be
Co-Sec
MergeCo Executive remuneration to deliver sectorleading alignment with shareholders:

Low base salary

High “at-risk” performance-based incentives

Growth-driven KPI’s
Board and management own ~A$25m of combined
equity3
Genesis Non-Executive Directors Tommy McKeith
and Nev Power will retire from the combined new
Board

Note:
1.
Proposed Combined Board and management structure outlined in this slide above assumes Genesis acquires more than 50% of Dacian and the Offer is unconditional. In that event, it is intended that Tony Kiernan will join the board of Genesis and current non-executive directors Tommy
McKeith and Nev Power will resign, Mick Wilkes will resign from the Board of Dacian and be invited to join the board of Genesis, and Dacian will appoint to its Board a majority of Genesis nominees. If Genesis acquires 100% of Dacian, it will replace all board members with its own nominees.
2.
Tony Kiernan was previously Chair of Saracen Minerals, of which Raleigh Finlayson was managing director, but is considered to be independent in relation to Genesis.
3.
Based on ordinary shares owned by Board (including incoming Board) & Management in Genesis and includes commitments in the current capital raising, valued at capital raising price of $1.205 per share
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People and culture
PEOPLE AND
CULTURE

Our Core Values drive our
culture and leadership
Proven Leadership
Skill set from exploration to
production
Unique remuneration
opportunities - Alignment with
shareholders
Progressive ESG
Loyal, engaged and
committed for the long term
Thinking and acting like
OWNERS - Target 100% of
employees own GMD shares

• Small Company DNA - Everyone is important, everyone impacts value
• …but THINK BIG; building the capacity for further growth:






Career development opportunities; Multiple pathways / optionality
Succession planning for key roles
Learning and mentoring
Progressive ESG
Adding “bench strength” to deliver sustainable earnings growth

• Unique Executive remuneration opportunities - Low base / high “at-risk”
performance-based incentives (growth-driven KPI’s)
• Committed to developing talent “Hire for attitude, train for talent”:
 Existing - Identification (register), development, engagement, reward
 Future - Graduates, apprentices, students, local community
15

Core values
Alignment:
•

Strong alignment across core values and commitments:
DACIAN

GENESIS

Our Core Values drive our
culture and leadership

•
•

Authentic approach to progressive ESG
Cultivate strong community ties centered around Leonora / Laverton
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Significant re-rate potential
EV / Resource (A$/oz)
0

100

EV / Reserve (A$/oz)
200

0

300

200

400

EV / Production (A$/oz)
600

800

1,000

0

Capricorn

Capricorn

Capricorn

Perseus

"Aussie Leaders"

Pantoro

Gold Road

Ramelius

Gold Road

"Aussie Leaders"

West African

"Aussie Leaders"

Red 5

Silver Lake

West African

Bellevue

Gold Road

Red 5

Regis

Pantoro

Bellevue

Silver Lake

Perseus

Silver Lake

Ramelius

Bellevue

Perseus

West African

Regis

Regis

Pantoro

Red 5

Ramelius

Resolute

Dacian

St Barbara

St Barbara

Gascoyne

Westgold

Gascoyne

Westgold

Resolute

Westgold

St Barbara

Dacian

Dacian

Resolute

Gascoyne

Source: Company announcements, excludes ASX 100 / large cap gold producers Newcrest, Northern Star, Evolution
“Aussie Leaders” = Select companies with premium management and production (WA dominant / margin / life)

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

10,000
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Sensible regional consolidation
Dominant position in the prolific Leonora District1:
Leonora gold operations, Western Australia
Leonora
Resources

78Mt @ 1.7 g/t for 4.2Moz1

Reserves

2.4Mt @ 1.3 g/t for 101koz1,2

Projects

Leonora (GMD), Mt Morgans (DCN)

Mining method

Underground and open pit

Processing method
Milling capacity

Conventional CIL
~2.9Mtpa

Leonora
Operations

Note:
1.
2.

Assuming Genesis acquires 100% of Dacian under the Offer. Refer to Genesis’ Bidder’s Statement dated 29th July 2022 for an explanation of the impact
if Genesis acquires control, but less than 100% of DCN.
Maiden Reserve anticipated for GMD’s Leonora Gold Project in FY23
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The plan
Long life, +150koz pa base case1,2:
• Strategic review of Mt Morgans in December half 2022; potential outcomes include:




Process stockpiles, followed by care and maintenance
Regional consolidation / operation synergies = Keep milling
Re-start mining post a more accommodative cost / labour backdrop in Western Australia

• Provides opportunity to re-set strategy…without immediate mining pressure in a challenging cost
environment
• Preserve long life, ~150koz pa base case; bulk open pit with a high-grade sweetener
• Further upside with the time and capital to grow Resources and Reserves, optimise mine plan and build ROM
Stockpiles…
• … that has the potential to increase production rate through expansion of the mill
Note:
1.
2.

Assuming Genesis acquires 100% of Dacian under the Offer. Refer to Genesis’ Bidder’s Statement dated 29th July 2022 for an explanation of the impact if Genesis acquires control, but less than 100% of DCN.
Refer to Genesis’ ASX announcement dated 5th July and entitled “Presentation on Dacian Transaction and Equity Raising” for material assumptions relating to the production target
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Natural pairing of Dacian’s large-scale mill…
Strategic asset in Leonora ~2.9Mtpa processing plant:

•

Commissioned March 2018; strategic review in FY23

•

A$172m of capital infrastructure (2016 - 2018)1

•

Primary jaw crusher (design 400t per hour)

•

Coarse ore stockpile

•

Grinding Circuit:
 4.4MW SAG mill
 4.4MW ball mill
 Pebble crusher

•

Gravity circuit (2 Knelsons / one Acacia reactor)

•

Pre-leach thickener

•

7 CIL tanks

•

Elution column and acid wash column

•

Gold room (electrowinning cells and furnace)

Note:
1.

Source: Mt Morgans Feasibility Study 21 November 2016
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…with Genesis’ organic growth
Current Resource 39Mt @ 1.6g/t for 2.0Moz (57% Measured and Indicated)

•

Sector leading Resource growth rate - 39% 3-year CAGR (v peers 17%)1

Total Mineral Resources - Genesis (Moz)

1/3 Resource growth to 2.5Moz
1/3 Reserve growth to 1.0Moz
1/3 First gold production
Long-term commitment

2.0

Deposits can be looked at
differently on the back of
“Saracen learnings”

1.2

Bulk mining
Future proofing
De-risking

0.4

1.6

30%

20%

0.8

March 2022

March 2021

June 2020

Nov 2019

Oct 2018

10%
Feb 2018

0.0

Track record of discovery and
accretive M&A
Focused on Tier-1 Leonora
District

Resources growth - WA gold peers (3-year CAGR^)
40%

Feb 2017

Management KPI’s drive
sustainable growth:

•

Jan 2016

ORGANIC
GROWTH

0%

Genesis (GMD)

Peers

•

All Resources remain open, along strike and at depth; Limited deeper drilling across entire belt

•

Now focused on translating outstanding Resource growth into Reserve growth

Note:
1.

Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) - Peer explorers with plus ~1Moz Resources in Western Australia (Ausgold, Breaker, Focus Minerals, Horizon Gold, Horizon Minerals, Kin, Meeka Gold, Rox, Saturn)
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Enter Ulysses
Strategic asset in Leonora - New high-grade shovel-ready mine:
•

Shallow ore (from ~50m below surface)

•

Long-hole open stoping, free milling

•

Mining Proposal / Works Approval granted

•

Open along strike and at depth

•

Next = “Future-proof”, develop, grow:


Small mobile fleet - Single jumbo,
bogger, truck



Establish diamond drill drive to grade
control next ~150m vertical…



…and test Resource extensions



De-risk / de-couple capital
development from future stoping



Maiden Reserve expected in FY23

Ulysses - Long section
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Jupiter bulk mining opportunity
Time to grow, and apply owner-mining open pit model (adjacent to Mt Morgans mill)1:
•

PRIORITY
PRIORITY==“SADDLE”
“SADDLE”
DRILLING

•

- - - - Genesis A$2,400/oz optimisation shell

•
•
Note:
1.
2.

Growth - Near term focus on drill-testing the “Saddle”
Recent results include 73m @ 3.2g/t (Heffernans), 39.7m @ 3.0g/t (Saddle)
Assuming Genesis acquires 100% of Dacian under the Offer. Refer to Genesis’ Bidder’s Statement dated 29th July 2022 for an explanation of the impact if Genesis acquires control, but less than 100% of DCN.
Refer to DCN ASX announcement 30th June 2022 “Jupiter Extension Drilling Results”

Brand Saracen - Unique approach to
open pit mining:


Technical



Owner-operator



Capital allocation



8-year track record of beating
guidance

Opportunity to develop a leaner
operating model1 applying open pit
learnings from:


Kalgoorlie Super Pit



Thunderbox



Carosue Dam
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Outstanding exploration upside
Multiple high-priority targets, including:
•

Genesis’ Ulysses to Orient Well Corridor (>40km of highly prospective strike)

•

Dacian’s Southern Tenement Targets (12km strike), Cedar Island syenite stock1

•

Plus Dacian’s +100m thick Callisto structure (7km west of 8Moz Wallaby mine / Granny Smith)1

Ulysses to Orient Well “Corridor of riches” (Genesis)

Note:
1.
2.

Southern Tenement targets - Robinta, Habibi and Ambassador, plus Cedar Island

Assuming Genesis acquires 100% of Dacian under the Offer. Refer to Genesis’ Bidder’s Statement dated 29th July 2022 for an explanation of the impact if Genesis acquires control, but less than 100% of DCN.
Refer to DCN ASX announcement 17th June 2022 “Investor Presentation and Briefing”
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Leonora - Robust due diligence
Industry-leading technical experts with significant Leonora-specific operational experience:
MANAGEMENT

GMD management (ex-Saracen)
Previously operated ~1/2 the mines in the Leonora District
Raleigh Finlayson - MD, Morgan Ball - CFO, Lee Stephens - Operations, Troy Irvin - Corporate Development

GEOLOGY

Ted Coupland - Ex-Macquarie Bank and Cube Consulting
Entech Geology - Experience consultant in Leonora District

MINING AND
GEOTECHNICAL

Martin Reed - Ex-St Barbara Chief Operating Officer, Ex-Saracen NED
Chris Burton - Ex-Saracen Open Pit Engineer
Andrew Francis - Ex-Bardoc Chief Operating Officer
Nick Power - Ex-FMG Manager of Projects

PROCESSING

Ian Cooke - Ex-St Barbara Processing Manager

FINANCIAL
MODELLING

George Viska - Ex-St Barbara Commercial Manager

EXPLORATION

Michael Fowler - Ex-Genesis Managing Director

Robust, independent
due diligence process
M&A
Discipline first - Track
record of sensible
accretive M&A
Strategy, process, team
/ capabilities, quality,
value per share
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Merger and equity raising - Timetable
Indicative timetable:
Event

Indicative Timing

Settlement of Tranche 1 of the Capital Raising

Complete

Completion of the Dacian Placement

Complete

Lodgement of Genesis Bidder's Statement with ASIC and ASX

29 July 2022

Despatch of Genesis Bidder’s Statement to Dacian shareholders1

4 August 2022

Offer opens

4 August 2022

General meeting of Genesis shareholders to approve Tranche 2 of the Capital Raising

25 August 2022

Settlement of Tranche 2 of the Capital Raising

26 August 2022

Offer closes (unless extended)

5 September 2022

Note:
1.
Dacian Directors have consented to early dispatch of the Bidders Statement under item 6, S633(1) Corporations Act.
2.
The above timetable is indicative only and may be subject to change
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A sensible and rewarding first step
• Compelling opportunity to create a leading mid-tier ASX gold producer
• Dominant position in the prolific Leonora District1
• High investor appetite for sensible regional consolidation
• Natural pairing of Genesis’ organic growth and high-grade Ulysses deposit with Dacian’s strategic
large-scale mill1
• Up to A$100m equity raising on announcement of merger - Provides time and capital to reset strategy
to exploration and development without immediate mining pressure
• Combined Company will have the management, scale and capital market backing to further
consolidate Leonora… potential second step1
Note:
1.
Assuming Genesis acquires 100% of Dacian under the Offer. Refer to Genesis’ Bidder’s Statement dated 29th July 2022 for an explanation of the impact if Genesis acquires control, but less than 100% of DCN.
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Contact Details:
Troy Irvin
Corporate Development Officer
phone: +61 8 9322 6178
email: investorrelations@genesisminerals.com.au
www.genesisminerals.com.au

